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1 Munnell, A., Webb., A. & Golub-Sass, F., 2009, The National Retirement Risk Index: After the Crash, 
CRR Issue Brief No. 9-22, Boston, MA: Center for Retirement Research at Boston College.  
2 There are other risky assets, such as derivatives, but stocks are more wide spread and more easily 
purchased. Economists hence use stocks as the archetypical risky investment. If we cannot explain why and 







4 Mitchell, O., Mottola, G.R. & Utkus, S., 2005, The Inattentive Participant: Portfolio Trading Behavior in 
401(k) Behavior, Pension Research Council Working Paper 2006-5, Philadelphia, PA: Pension Research 


































































































       
S&P 500   12.4%  0.5%  11.9%  ‐39.5%/62.7% 
Long‐term 
Treasury bonds 
6.1%  0.3%  5.8%  2.0%/15.1% 
Typical Range 
(95% of cases)  
       
S&P 500  12.4%  0.5%  11.9%  ‐18.3%/43.1% 
Long‐term 
Treasury bonds 





       



























































































































8 Varying the thickness of the lines may be an alternative visual aid to graphically accentuate dispersion.  



















Full Range          


































Bell Curve         










       



























































10 The Full Line should ideally run horizontally, not vertically to facilitate the comparison between 











































































11 Tables 1 and 2 only show risk for the entire stock market and for the typical bond portfolio for bonds 







































12 U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 2010, Suitability, Washington, DC: SEC. accessed on 






































14 Kittredge, B. M., 2010, 401(k) Fee Disclosure and Pension Funding Provisions of H.R. 4213, Chairman 
George Miller (D-CA), Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, 



















































19 See Sunstein, C. & Thaler, D., 2008, Nudge, Revised and Expanded Edition, New York, NY: Penguin 
Books for their proposal, for instance, to develop better disclosure tools or what they call “Record, 
Evaluate, and Compare Alternative Prices (RECAP)”.  
20 See Sunstein, C. & Thaler, D., 2008, Nudge, Revised and Expanded Edition, New York, NY: Penguin 




































































21 Credit goes to Edward D. Tufte, who with his presentations and books on the visual presentations of data, 
convincingly argues that individuals can process more quantitative information than scientists often give 
them credit for, when the information is properly presented. He regularly uses the example of sports 
statistics to show that individuals can easily process multitudes of complex information. Tufte, E.D., 2001, 
























































































































22 This simply reflects the fact that stocks go back (revert) to their mean over the medium term. That is, 
periods of large gains are followed with some regularity by periods of lower gains or even losses and 
periods of losses are followed by periods of smaller losses or even gains. The same is not necessarily true 
for bonds, which is also reflected in the Fan Graphs for Treasuries, which essentially shows no narrowing 
between the lines. Large gains and large losses, relatively speaking are thus as likely if an investor holds 


















S&P 500  12.4%  0.5%  11.9% 
 
Long‐term 
Treasury 
bonds 
 
6.1%  0.3%  5.8% 
 
Notes: Rate of return and risk figures are author’s calculations based on actual S&P 500 and Treasury 
bond data from 1946 to 2007. They reflect data on the gross total return, the sum of capital 
appreciation and dividends, excluding fees. Fees are only shown for illustrative purposes and do not 
reflect any actual data for particular mutual funds. See the Technical Appendix for additional 
information.  
 
